The Institute on the Automation of Bibliographical Services was held at the University of Maryland, 10-21 June 1968, conducted by the School of Library and Information Services, assisted by the Library of Congress Information Systems Office and the University Computer Science Center. Thirty-nine participants from academic, special, and public library systems attended and were taught by a staff drawn from the University faculty and from libraries cooperating in the MARC experiment. The Institute program consisted of lectures, seminar discussion and practical exercises in two laboratory sessions; one on the preparation of bibliographic data for input into the computer, demonstrating the conversion of information to paper tape; the other on computer manipulation of MARC tapes for various purposes. Participants in the Institute stated that exposure to the first hand detail and experience of the MARC experiment had given them a very real understanding of the problems and processes of library automation. Many were confirmed in the acceptance of the Library of Congress tapes as a basis for future operation. (Institute materials are presented in the appendixes.)
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INTRODUCTION

The Institute on the Automation of Bibliographical Services was held at the University of Maryland 10-21 June 1968, conducted by the School of Library and Information Services, assisted by the Library of Congress Information Systems Office and the University of Maryland Computer Science Center. Thirty-nine participants from academic, special and public library systems attended and were taught by a staff drawn from the university faculty and from libraries cooperating in the MARC experiment. Further details can be found in the Institute's Program (Appendix A).

RELATIONS WITH U. S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION

The spirit of relations with the USOE was at all times entirely satisfactory and the advice and assistance received materially aided the preparation and conduct of the Institute. Some concern was felt, however, at the timing of certain stages of preparation; the Proposal for the Institute was submitted in December 1967 and preliminary agreement to proceed was received in February 1968. Since the Institute was to be held in June 1968, a final date of April 15 was set for the receipt of applications and it was hoped at that time to be able to inform successful applicants of details of the program, but negotiations on the contract had hardly begun at that time, and were protracted, through inevitable delays involving discussion with the University Administration as well as USOE, until May. Pressure on USOE finance then delayed the final agreement on the Plan of Operation and the revised budget, until the Institute began, with the result that the University had already committed itself financially beyond the sum already advanced by USOE.

It should be emphasized that much of the consequent strain on the preparation of the Institute was alleviated by the helpful comments and advice of USOE staff, but it should be noted for the future that the timetable for negotiation should be much advanced, aiming at final agreement no later than a date mid-way between the submission of the Proposal and the start of the Institute.

RELATIONS WITH THE UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION

In many ways individual offices in the University Administration contributed greatly to the successful preparation of the Institute, in particular the Contracts and Grants Office, and it would profit little to detail difficulties or problems inevitably encountered in the attempt to match the requirements and timing of the Institute with the machinery of a large and complex University.

Such difficulties and problems as did arise seemed to be rooted in a fundamental uncertainty of policy that might benefit from scrutiny. The University holds money from the USOE for running an Institute, and any secretarial and administrative staff must be employed through the University. Clearly neither money nor staff can be diverted to any other purpose, but the imposition of standard University administrative routines can mean delays in payment of bills and limitations on spending in certain areas even though sums have been agreed with the USOE, because the University treats the preparation of the Institute as an internal matter, subject to the budgetary controls consequent on its own financial position. It would be useful for future Institutes if the USOE could clarify the functional responsibility and power of the Director when handling Institute funds and arrangements.
PRE-INSTITUTE PREPARATION

Publicity

As soon as permission was given by USOE to go ahead with the preparation of the Institute a previously prepared Press Release (Appendix B) was sent to 150 professional journals and associations in the U.S. and overseas and selected media offices to secure early wide distribution of the news of the Institute. At the same time the University Press printed the preliminary Announcement Brochure (Appendix C). This was sent to all public and academic libraries in the country of a size large enough to suggest a potential interest in the content and direction of the Institute. It was also sent to all State Libraries and to selected special libraries, library schools and research organizations. Professional journals, state and national library associations and media offices received it as an automatic follow-up to the Press Release. Professional journals and associations and selected libraries abroad also received copies of the Announcement Brochure. At the same time the Library of Congress published news of the Institute in its Bulletin.

A number of late applications made reference to the fact that the candidates had only just seen announcements in the professional journals, and some comments implied that there had been insufficient coverage. Two reasons might be offered: that many librarians read only one or two journals regularly, and that not all journals respond to press releases. It was observed in this case that major journals had carried news of the Institute on receipt of the Press Release, but that there were exceptions and these did not respond to the follow-up of the Announcement Brochure. It is difficult to see to what extent a Director can profitably pursue journals that do not print a press release, and it is suggested that coverage by direct mailing to libraries is probably more effective. More effective still is the attendance of a Director at a national conference, since personal publicity can be very immediate. It might be worth considering a travel allowance in an Institute budget for this purpose.

Selection Criteria and Methods

The Planning Committee and the Director agreed initially that the Institute should be directed towards senior librarians involved in systems design and operation in large libraries. The most important criterion was direct involvement with technical and bibliographical processes at the policy or control level and two kinds of candidates were given preference, each of whom had to have graduate training and experience in their particular field; librarians experienced in technical processing who were now involved in automation, and systems analysts and computer scientists who were now working in library contexts. The selection was done by the Director and members of the Planning Committee.

Approximately 607 Announcement Brochures with application forms were mailed out either spontaneously or in response to inquiries after the press release. 125 applications were received and of these forty participants were selected, a reserve list was drawn up of 9 candidates who might replace participants who withdrew, and 76 applicants were turned down. By the time the Institute began 5 of the originally selected participants had withdrawn and had been replaced by candidates from the
reserve list. On the first day of the Institute one further participant withdrew, and since it was then too late to add a name from the reserve list, the Institute was conducted with thirty-nine participants.

It should be added that although the selection had been done at long-range with no opportunity for personal interview, the participants seemed without exception to be of an appropriate calibre and ability both to respond and contribute to Institute activities. In only one respect did the USOE recommended application form fall short of our requirements; it did not require a subjective evaluation by the candidate of his or her fitness and need to attend the Institute. This omission was remedied on our own application form and the answers proved very helpful, as much in manner and style as in content.

ORIENTATION OF PARTICIPANTS

Participants had already been told the scope, level and direction of the Institute in the Announcement Brochure. When the final arrangements had been made as far as possible a packet of preliminary materials was mailed to each participant containing a preliminary reading list (Appendix D), a draft program, later superseded and confirmed by the official program (Appendix A) details of domestic and financial matters, and details of transport and other local facilities.

When the participants registered at the Institute each was given a packet of materials containing in addition to further domestic and local detail, and essential stationery, etc., a full Program of the Institute (Appendix A) a Select Bibliography (Appendix E) a published report on the second and latest stage of the MARC Project (Appendix F) an instruction booklet on the preparation of cataloging data for machine input (Appendix G) and data input worksheets (Appendix H).

Final orientation and briefing was given by the Director in the Introduction to the Institute.

PHYSICAL FACILITIES, PRACTICAL LABORATORY WORK AND FIELD TRIPS

The Institute program used three modes of instruction: expository lectures; seminar discussion; and practical demonstration and operation.

Expository lectures

Lectures were held in one of the university's small lecture theatres, equipped for film and slide projection, sound recording and amplification and the use of audio-visual aids. The room was good enough acoustically to allow not only question and answer sessions but also discussion among the participants and with the lecturer. At one time or another every audio-visual medium was employed.

Seminar discussion

The participants were divided into five groups (Appendix I) for seminar discussion. Seminar rooms were made available for them to use at any time at the discretion of convenors; outside the hours when the university buildings
were open, seminar groups met in rooms in the motel. Secretarial and copying facilities were made available to all groups for reproduction and dissemination of memoranda and reports.

**Practical demonstration and experience**

Two lab sessions were held. One on the preparation of bibliographic data for input to the computer used equipment used by the Library of Congress Information Systems Office to demonstrate the conversion of information on pro forma sheets to paper tape. The other on computer manipulation of MARC tapes for various purposes used an IBM 1401 installation in the University's Computer Science Center. The Center offered very practical help and assistance, especially in making their facilities available on the weekend before the laboratory session for the Director, and the computer operator to try out the demonstration programs.

**Field trips**

Two trips were organized; one to the Information Systems Office in the Library of Congress and one to Documentation Incorporated, where work is going on in the field of information retrieval by computer and the production of book catalogs using computers and photo-typesetting.

**PARTICIPANT COMMUNICATIONS**

Communications and relations between the Director and Staff and the participants was based on the policy of conducting the Institute as a Study Conference. The group of participants was small, expert and responsible and it was felt appropriate and productive to encourage an atmosphere of cooperation. The Director was available at all times for consultation on any matter to do with the Institute, and the Staff of the Institute undertook to handle their own areas as participants' questions arose. The method worked extremely well, and it was one of the points commented on favorably by participants.

More formal communication was conducted as back-up by having a bulletin board for official announcements with a section for inter-participant communication on such matters as the organization of seminar group meetings.

**STAFF**

There were two kinds of lecturing staff: full-time and adjunct teaching members of the regular faculty of the University of Maryland School of Library and Information Services, and visiting lecturers (mostly practicing librarians) from the Library of Congress Information Systems Office and from libraries cooperating in the MARC experiment. Predictably the practicing librarians had interesting new data to present and almost without exception they presented it well and effectively, but it was noticeable that regular teaching faculty had more experience at delivery and particularly at organized discussion. While it is inevitable and essential at Institutes (which are special by their very nature and function) to have specialist
lecturers, the judgment cannot be avoided that experienced lecturers, even though they may be communicating at second hand, are often better at maintaining the interest and response of their audience.

**MATERIALS AND MODES OF INSTRUCTION**

Most audio-visual materials were of a conventional kind: overhead projector and transparencies; 2 x 2 slide projector; flip charts and models, etc.

New to most participants in the Institute was the practical demonstration and experience offered by the facilities of the University Computer Science Center. Participants observed and assisted at a lab session in the running of a number of computer programs actually in use in libraries in various universities to manipulate the MARC data to produce printed order requests catalogs, allotting lists, bibliographic bulletins, etc. Participants saw a full range of computing equipment in use, involving the card reader, tape drive, the computing memory itself and the printer, and key punches, card reproducing punches and interpreters. The value of such a laboratory session is difficult to assess. In such a short time the participants could learn little of the actual operation of the machines, but this does not matter since most librarians would in any case rely on technical operating staff for this. Probably the greatest value was psychological; it brought home the reality of the experience and may well have doubled the impact of all other sessions in the Institute. Practical observation and acquaintance has an effect far beyond its immediate context.

**IMPACT OF THE INSTITUTE ON PARTICIPANTS**

Almost without exception the participants agreed that the exposure to the first hand detail and experience of the MARC experiment had given them a very real understanding of the problems and the operations of automation in libraries. They pointed in particular to the seminars and to the laboratory sessions that brought alive for them the descriptive accounts that they received in expository lectures. Many had come to the Institute with some idea of recommending the acceptance of the Library of Congress tapes as a basis for future operations, and they were confirmed in their opinions and joined by many other participants. At the same time they all said they realized much more clearly the need for the recognition of goals, of planning and of evaluation before beginning to automate, and several declared their intention of forming interest groups among their local libraries to discuss these matters.

**FOLLOW-UP**

The Institute was not of a kind where a follow-up would be of value, unless either it were repeated for another similar group, or the same group reconvened in three year's time to discuss their practical progress. However, it is the intention of the School of Library and Information Services to edit and publish the proceedings of the Institute, as a publicly available record of the lectures and discussions.
EVALUATION OF THE INSTITUTE

The major strength of the Institute was its atmosphere, resulting from a common academic and professional level in the participants and the encouragement of a Study Conference attitude. This encouraged in turn a positive and active response by the participants and it was noticeable that, although they took advantage of the proximity of Washington for social relaxation, they also voluntarily held evening working sessions on their own seminar group topics. This spontaneous attitude was endangered by the Institute's only weakness: that as a result of certain University commitments it was impossible to house the participants in the same building where the sessions were held, and there was a slight centrifugal tendency as a result.

In this connection, it is suggested that the policy of the USOE on the conduct of Institutes be revised to allow at least a small sum for hospitality; it is the small touches of this kind that lay a foundation of confidence that results in greater effectiveness. On the whole the timing and duration of the Institute seemed satisfactory, as did the objectives and standards. The effect of the Institute on the academic program of the School was slight, except in an indirect way through the employment of full-time faculty.

CONCLUSIONS

There is no doubt that Institutes of this kind are valuable, and in this particular case served to draw together exposition of and reaction to an important experiment. The reaction of participants to the Institute confirmed the belief of the Director and the staff that their efforts had been worthwhile. It cannot be denied, however, that at times the effort of preparing the Institute seemed to exceed the likely benefits. The major cause of difficulty seemed generally to be the pace of decision and consequent action in both USOE and the University Administration, that frequently lagged dangerously behind the necessary timetable. Such a pace is not necessarily culpable, but inexperienced Directors would be greatly helped by a tentative timetable of decisions so that they may have enough time to make the necessary arrangements. One solution to this general problem is to insist on a greater autonomy for the Director, with a consequently more acute responsibility for failure.

If this Director were to undertake a similar Institute again he would ask for the following improvements:

- More secretarial and administrative assistance.
- Greater independence of authority and responsibility.
- Budget allowances for travel and hospitality.

With these improvements the Institute could have been arranged more easily and more promptly, and the key to its success (all other academic matters being equal) improved immeasurably.

***
A WELCOME TO THE INSTITUTE

BY

DEAN PAUL WASSERMAN

Since its inception, the School of Library and Information Services at the University of Maryland has sought to foster the kind of leadership which introduces those being acculturated to practice as well as those already functioning as library professionals to the directions which the field must take in order to further progress and innovation. The curriculum of the School has been structured in such a way as to give important concern to the organization of knowledge and to those elements of advancing technology which afford the prospect of more economic and efficient ways of manipulating information. David Batty, the Director of this Institute, personifies the librarian who bridges from the conceptual base of classification theory across into the realm of machine applications, and we are happy through him and the facilities of this Library School to be able to offer this opportunity here in Maryland to expose these areas. In the present Institute the MARC experience is the case in point; the objective is to expand the horizons of its participants and so ultimately to influence the forward thrust of library practice. Through such a role, the professional school within the context of the University accepts its legitimate responsibility to comprehend more than just the preparation of new entrants into librarianship, and this in essence is the rationale for the present program.

***
INTRODUCTION

Two of the most urgent issues facing librarians today are the sharing of effort in providing cooperative bibliographical services, and the use of automation and electronic data processing to handle the quantity and complexity of information and the information needs of society. Many libraries in the United States have already experimented with or have used EDP equipment, and in the next few years, under the increasing pressures of material and demand, many more must do the same. In order to oversee and design the whole scope of a library's technical and bibliographical services it is essential to have a thorough understanding of the nature, function, operation, problems and implications of automated bibliographical services and it is the intention of this Institute to provide an opportunity for a concentrated pragmatic experience in these areas.

The largest and most intensive exploration of the applications of EDP to library cataloging and bibliographical services at a level and in a context of national and even international significance is the MARC Project of the Library of Congress. It is a full scale experiment in and demonstration of the practicability of the computer preparation and use of Library of Congress catalog records, not only in the Library of Congress itself but also by cooperating libraries in the U.S. and abroad. The professional and national economic implications of cooperation of this kind and on this scale are among the most significant in the history of the profession.
This Institute is directed towards those who already have some experience
and knowledge of the problems of automation and library management,
particularly in the area of bibliographical services. Typically they
will already be involved in systems design and operation in large
libraries. It is for them that the MARC Project and its implications
have the most direct relevance in their professional responsibilities.

The aim of the Institute is to broaden and deepen their understanding
of the implications of automation for library planning in this area
through an intensive, first-hand study of an already operational situa-
tion. The materials, working papers and operations of the MARC Project
will be used together with the facilities of the University Computer
Science Center; Working sessions will be held in the University's Fine
Arts Building, Room NN-214 and Computer Science Center.

Members of the faculty of the School of Library and Information Services,
MARC Project Staff of the Library of Congress and invited authorities
in the field will present and discuss the operations and problems of
the automation of bibliographical services.

From the Institute the participants will learn of and gain practical
experience in the nature, aims and routines of the MARC Project; from
that they will gain first-hand experience of the operational problems
of automating bibliographical services; they will further examine the
the rationale, problems and prospects of the automation of bibliographical
services, and through discussion explore the principles that underlie
automation. In particular they will relate their experience in the
Institute to the problems of the national and international bibliographic context.

This introduction could hardly end without a sincere expression of gratitude to the many people who helped to make this Institute possible: to the members of the staff of the Office of Education, to the Deans and faculties of the University of Maryland Computer Science Center and the School of Library and Information Services, and especially to the Librarian of Congress and his staff in the Information Systems Office, who have cooperated so willingly and so effectively to bring this Institute about.

David Barty
Director of the Institute
The University of Maryland at College Park reflects the pace of the rapidly expanding Baltimore - Washington megalopolis in which it is located. Since its origin as a medical college in 1807, the University has become a worldwide multi-campus complex and one of the largest overseas degree-granting institutes in the world. The mosaic of degree-granting schools at College Park is complemented by the University's colleges located on the Baltimore campus.

**AT COLLEGE PARK**

College of Agriculture  
College of Arts and Sciences  
College of Business and Public Administration  
College of Education  
College of Engineering, the Glenn L. Martin Institute of Technology  
Agricultural and Home Economics Extension Service  
Agricultural Services and Controls  
College of Home Economics  
Department of Air Science  
College of Physical Education, Recreation and Health  
University College (formerly College of Special and Continuation Studies)  
Graduate School of University of Maryland  
Summer School  
Agricultural Experiment Station  
Computer Science Center

**AT BALTIMORE**

School of Dentistry  
School of Law  
School of Medicine  
School of Nursing  
School of Pharmacy  
School of Social Work  
University Hospital  
Psychiatric Institute

**AT CATONSVILLE**

University of Maryland Undergraduate Campus

The University's most important area of growth is one of the most difficult to assess: its contributions to the individuals within the society it must serve. To this end the University has required itself to provide an environment which integrates knowledge and the individual.

One of the direct results of the University's obligation has been the establishment of a Graduate School of Library and Information Services. Its purpose is to provide competent information specialists in library and information service.

By augmenting academic instruction with the technological and advanced engineering facilities on its campus, the University has incited a most contemporary outgrowth. The University's new high capacity cyclotron demonstrates a positive realization of the 20th Century. The incorporation of the Computer Science Center's highly complex machinery into the various curricula of the University's colleges further outlines the necessity of the University to establish the "lead in expanding the intellectual horizons and the scientific frontiers, thus helping mankind to go forward--always toward the promise of a better tomorrow."

***
STAFF

Director

David Batty, University of Maryland

Lecturers

Henriette D Avram, Library of Congress
Ritvars Bregzis, University of Toronto
Mary Lee Bundy, University of Maryland
Hillis L Griffin, Argonne National Laboratory
Kay D Guiles, Library of Congress
Laurence B Heilprin, University of Maryland
Jerry S Kidd, University of Maryland
John F Knapp, Library of Congress
Particia Parker, Library of Congress
Jean Michel Perreault, University of Alabama
Lucia S Rather, Library of Congress
Frederick Ruecking, Rice University, Texas
Louis A Schultheiss, University of Illinois, Chicago
Peter Simmons, Library of Congress
William J Studer, Library of Congress
Claude E Walston, University of Maryland
David L Weisbrod, Yale University
FULL PROGRAM

June 10
Monday

11:30 am  Registration
12:30 pm  Lunch
Welcome by Paul Wasserman, Dean of the School of Library and Information Services, University of Maryland
Introduction by David Batty, Director of the Institute
2:00 pm  Opening Address by Laurence B. Heilprin, University of Maryland

The opening session of the Institute will be devoted to a synopsis of the physical and human bases for mechanization, and it will focus upon the automation of library/information systems. The MARC system will be highlighted within this background; its characteristics will be identified and used to forecast its probable effect on the library/information systems of this country and of those abroad.

3:00 pm  Break for Coffee
3:15 pm  Context and origins of the MARC Project - Henriette D. Avram, Library of Congress

A discussion of the need for the development of an automated system for cataloguing and bibliographical services leads to a description, the early investigations, and experiments in the Library of Congress.

June 11
Tuesday

9:00 am  Machine characteristics - Claude E. Walston, IBM.

This session presents an overview of EDP systems with emphasis on those aspects that relate to MARC. The problems of preparing bibliographic data for machine consumption and retrieval are discussed in the light of general in-put/out-put devices. Attention is also given to the software necessary for these programs, to programming, program instructions and to the programs themselves.

10:15 am  Break for Coffee
10:45 am  Identification of data elements - Part I, by John F. Knapp and Patricia E. Parker, Library of Congress

The experiments, problems and solutions of the identification of the elements of entry and description are discussed with reference to the style and establishment of headings and the parts of the description. MARC I and MARC II are described and discussed to introduce examples of current practice.
### June 12
#### Wednesday
- **9:00 am** Identification of data elements - Part III, by John F. Knapp and Patricia E. Parker, Library of Congress
- **10:15 am** Break for Coffee
- **10:45 am** Identification of data elements - Part IV, by John F. Knapp and Patricia E. Parker, Library of Congress
- **12:00 noon** Lunch
- **2:00 pm** Style of data elements, by Lucia J. Rather, Library of Congress

This session concerns the problems of conventions of style in a MARC format: omissions, abbreviations, contractions; alphabets and transliteration. The use of conventional catalog codes is discussed in the context of descriptive style.

- **3:15 pm** Break for Coffee
- **3:45 pm** Seminar group meetings

### June 13
#### Thursday
- **9:00 am** Laboratory session with in-put data sheets - Part I, Library of Congress Staff and Institute Staff.

Participants will have an opportunity for practical experience of the preparation of data for in-put to the machine.

- **10:15 am** Break for Coffee
- **10:45 am** Laboratory session with in-put data sheets - Part 2, Library of Congress Staff and Institute Staff
- **12:00 noon** Lunch
- **2:00 pm** Laboratory session with in-put data sheets - Part 3, Institute Staff
- **3:15 pm** Break for Coffee
- **3:45 pm** Seminar group meetings

### June 14
#### Friday
- **9:00 am** Searching areas: Bibliographic Retrieval from unverified bibliographic in-put, by Frederick Kuecking, Rice University, Texas.

The Fondren Library at Rice University has utilized the MARC I data base in a series of experiments exploring various techniques of extracting bibliographic data from a large file using unverified data from order requests. Results indicate the need for a compressed title and main entry code which will permit record identification using a variable retrieval threshold generated by the data used as in-put. Analysis of English word-structure points to the use of multiple 4-character codes for title, main entry, and added entries.
June 14

10:15 am Break for coffee
10:45 am Book-Oriented Selective Dissemination of Information; a Current Awareness Service for Faculty, by William J. Studer, Indiana University

Forty faculty in the social sciences stated their subject interests in natural language. These were translated into L.C. subject headings and class numbers and stored on punched cards. Computer programs matched Reformatted MARC entries against faculty interest profiles recorded card numbers for proper matches and printed pertinent citations (complete bibliographic entry) for each participant. Biweekly triplicate lists of entries were used for evaluation and return, readers own use and library recommending. Interviews were held before and after the experimental dissemination period. System development and operational procedures will be described, and faculty reactions and potentials of the service will be discussed.

12:00 noon Lunch
2:00 pm Searching areas: the organization of MARC for searching, by Henriette D. Avram, Library of Congress

June 17

Monday

9:00 am Use characteristics, by Jerry S. Kidd, University of Maryland

In order to understand the use characteristics of MARC, it is essential first to consider the actual functions of a conventional catalogue in terms of costs and utilities and from the standpoint of both the librarian and the patron. The distinctive attributes of MARC can then be examined for their exploitability with respect to improved services and/or heightened efficiency of search operations. A methodology for the developmental test and evaluation of MARC-Type operations will be proposed and the implications of such formal feedback mechanisms on the design of components and the evolution of the total system will be analyzed.
June 17
10:15 am  Break for Coffee
10:45 am  Cost models - Peter Simmons, Library of Congress

12:00 noon  Lunch
2:00 pm  Reactions and observations from a participating library, by David L. Weisbrod, Yale University.

MARC I was used intact at Yale for a new titles alerting service, and was adapted to a Yale format for the Yale Bibliographic System. The problems of file growth and file maintenance are discussed. First thoughts on MARC II concern the programmer's point of view, the implications for locally compatible original cataloguing and the local file cumulation problem.

3:15 pm  Break for Coffee
3:45 pm  Seminar group meetings

June 18
Tuesday
9:00 am  All day laboratory session with computer facility (Computer Science Center) - Institute and Center Staff

Participants will observe and take part in demonstrations of sample programs currently in use in libraries cooperating in the MARC Project.

12:00 noon  Lunch

June 19
Wednesday
9:00 am  Discussion on machine characteristics and MARC format, moderated by Claude E. Walston, IBM.

The discussion will be based on Dr. Walston's earlier paper on Machine Characteristics and will involve participants' reactions to the all-day laboratory session at the Computer Science Center.

10:15 am  Break for Coffee
10:45 am  Discussion on use characteristics and MARC format, moderated by Jerry S. Kidd, University of Maryland

The discussion will be based on the earlier session in which
June 19
continued

Dr. Kidd discussed criteria and desiderata of machine systems, and will involve participants experience and observations on the demonstration at the Computer Science Center.

12:00 noon Lunch
2:00 pm The MARC network, by Hillis L. Griffin, Argonne National Laboratory, Illinois

This session concerns the nature of a MARC network both in this country and abroad; the part that the users would play in such a network; the likelihood for need on the part of the user for variation in the MARC information both from the standpoint of manipulation and internal file handling, and the implications of an idealized network for cooperation among and between libraries and the Library of Congress. The paper also describes some of the approaches to applications programming from the standpoint of out-put products and the problems encountered by 1401 and 360 users of MARC data.

3:15 pm Break for Coffee
3:45 pm Seminar group meetings

June 20
Thursday
9:00 am Automation and the whole library by Louis A. Schultheiss, University of Illinois (Chicago).

The availability of uniform machine readable data should promote new relationships between libraries. Standardization of catalog copy and cooperative use are two of the obvious advantages; among the disadvantages are the loss of the individual library's control over its own practice. Still other aspects are new interdepartmental relationships and new staffing and supervising patterns.

10:15 am Break for Coffee
10:45 am Social and political implications of automation by Mary Lee Bundy, University of Maryland

This session will attempt to put automation in a social and political context. Questions will be raised regarding resistance to automation and to centralized cataloguing; automation as a political strategy; automation as innovation or automation to re-inforce the status quo; effects of automation on internal relationships in the library; job security, educational implications; impact on the user in the conventional library. The central thesis is that the introduction of any technical change has an impact on the human beings and their organizational life which must be calculated and, secondly, that technological improvements cannot be viewed apart from the over-all aims of the organization and may indeed force a review of the realities of organizational objectives.
The future-oriented library will tend more and more toward providing effective access to information aided by modern technology. This trend emphasized the unity of information, both in its scope and its levels of specificity, and the powerful information handling capacity of computers will tend to handle all information as information regardless of the medium that carries it.

For bibliographic information practice this trend implies less dependence on the formalities of records and more on the natural characteristics of information element. New forms of bibliographic practice can be expected to emerge. 'Multi-entry' or 'no-entry' information units of various levels might use the bibliographic information found in title pages, contents listing or other sources in an authentic form.

Who have been those who have attempted to produce or to lay down the pattern for UB? Why have these products and suggestions not succeeded? What would be the use of UB, or, who would use it? What would have to be the internal structure of a successful UB? What would have to be the external embodiment of that structure? Do we have the means at hand to do successfully what has always failed?
BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES

CHARLES DAVID BATTY, University of Maryland, Director of the Institute

His original discipline was music but after library experience in technical services, particularly in classification, Mr. Batty lectured at the Birmingham School of Librarianship on classification, cataloging and information retrieval. He has been Head of the Department of Information Retrieval Studies in the College of Librarianship Wales since its founding in 1964 and currently is the Visiting Lecturer in the School of Library and Information Services of the University of Maryland. His research has centered on the history of classification, the development of an experiential training model for documentation and the application of programmed instruction to library science. His recent publications include three programmed textbooks in the field of classification and the proceedings of two library automation conferences of which he was Director of Studies.

HENRIETTE D AVRAM, Library of Congress

After graduating from George Washington University, Mrs. Avram worked as a systems analyst in various government and industrial concerns. She has been very active in the field of automated library and information systems and is now Director of the MARC Project and Assistant Coordinator of the Library of Congress Information Systems Office.

RITVARS BREGZIS, University of Toronto

Mr. Bregzis holds degrees in medieval history and in library science from the University of Toronto as well as degrees from the University of Riga, Bonn and Köln. His professional concerns are bibliographic information control,
conversational information systems and information networks, and in his official capacity in charge of the Technical Services Departments of the University of Toronto Library and automation planning and implementation for the University of Toronto Library System he supervised the design and implementation of the ONULP computerized catalogue system.

MARY LEE BUNDY, University of Maryland
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Introduction

Within the MARC System the final step in the preparation of bibliographic data for mechanized processing is the conversion of the data into punched paper tape form. With the exception of diacritics and special characters not available on the Dura keyboard, instructions for which have been omitted, this document describes the typing procedures designed to effect this conversion.
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THE MARC SYSTEM DURA TYPING PROCEDURES

General Typing Procedures

The Dura typist will receive data to be punched in one of two forms, a MARC worksheet or an edited machine listing. Regardless of the form of input the same typing procedures are in effect. Usually all new records to be input to the MARC System will be in worksheet form. Corrections to, and verifications of previously new records will be in the form of edited machine listings. Below are treated the general typing procedures for all types of records. Following the general procedures individual procedures are detailed.

These typing procedures apply to all phases of Dura-typing. The format, however, may differ slightly depending on the material to be punched.

A. Each record must begin with a Start-of-Record indicator and end with an End-of-Record indicator. This is accomplished by typing three or more carriage returns ($C R$) in succession for each SOR or EOR required.

B. Each variable length field begins with a three digit identifying tag at the left margin, followed by an End-of-Block indicator, followed by a variable length data block, followed by an End-of-Block indicator. (The variable field with fixed length data blocks varies slightly from this pattern and will be discussed under "C" below).

1. An End-of-Block (EOB) may be indicated by a single tab ($T A B$) or a carriage return not followed by a tab.
2. If the data occupies more than one line, the carriage return is followed by a tab on the next line and the data is continued. The tag is not repeated.

3. If a tag is to be repeated a "tag site" (1-99, separated from the tag by a slash) is punched. Thus if the tag 600 is repeated, 600/2 would be punched on the first repeat, 600/3 on the second and so on.

   Note: Tag site 1 is implicit.

4. If a word must be split at the end of a line it is necessary to hyphenate it. The computer programs will delete the hyphen and compress the segments to form a single word. If the hyphen of a word-group requiring one falls at the end of a line an extra hyphen must be added.

5. The data fields may be punched in any order, however, the L.C. card number (tag 940) should always be first. It serves as the identifying number for the record.

   (Figure 1)

6. Typing errors may be corrected by one of the following methods.

   a. Deletions may be made character by character by simply backspacing (BKS) once for each character, space or tab you wish to delete. After the desired deletions are made the carriage can be turned up and the correct copy punched.
b. Deletions may be made word by word (anything between one letter space and the next) by pressing the delete key ($D_{EL}$) once for each word deleted. The carriage then may be turned up and the correct copy punched.

c. An entire field can be deleted in one of two ways.

1. Using the first method, the delete key is pressed once; then the carriage return and a new field begun on the following line. This method is desirable if the tag has been punched incorrectly.

2. Using the second method, the same field is simply repeated on the next line. Punching a field for the second time eliminates the first version if the tag and tag site numbers are identical.

Note: Once the data EOB ($C^R$ not followed by a $T^B_{AB}$) has been typed and the next tag block begun, the data preceding the $C^R$ can be deleted and corrected only by punching the same field a second time. This can be done anytime before the End-of-Record indicator is typed.

(Figure 2)

C. The tag 000 identifies all of the fixed length data blocks. The 000 field is treated as one variable length field containing a varying number of fixed length data blocks. Each fixed length block is further identified by a number followed by a period (1.-18.). Each retains the same identifying number on all records.
In this example the data in blocks 1. and 16...were originally mispunched, and the data in 10. should have been left out.

D. In each of the four rows of keys on the Dura keyboard, the last character key at the right is a non-spacing key. Since these keys are all used exclusively for diacritics, it is necessary to punch each of these diacritics before the character with which it is to appear.

E. It is important to remember that all proofing, corrections and additions must be completed before the three carriage returns indicating the End-of-Record are pressed; nothing additional may be typed for that record after the End-of-Record has been indicated.

F. During any phase of Dura typing, after a record has been punched, proofed and corrected, the three carriage returns indicating the End-of-Record are inserted and the next record begun.

It is possible to intermix new records, corrections and verifications as long as the work sheets are kept in the same order as they are punched.

If there is no data for a particular block, it is left blank and is not punched onto paper tape. Thus, any combination of the numbered blocks may appear on a MARC record.

1. Each data block must have an End-of-Block indicator immediately following it. The spaces between the tag and each block are done with the tab key, not the space bar.
2. If the fixed length data blocks continue beyond a single line, the carriage return is pressed, then the tab, and typing is continued.

Example of Fixed Length Blocks for One Record:

000

1.a
3.x
4.x
10.s
11.eng
13.r
T
T
T
T
T

16.swup
17.xxxx
18.25

3. Deletions and corrections to the fixed length blocks may be made character by character as explained in 6a above, or by simply repunching the fixed block number with the correct information. If a fixed length data block is included that should have been left out, retype the number of the block and follow with a tab.

Example of Corrections to the Fixed Length Data Blocks for One Record:

000

l.a
l.b
l0.s
11.eng
13.s
14.1961

16.dcaw
wa
17.xxxx
18.23
l0.
Initial Typing Phase

The Dura typist receives edited worksheets, each to be punched as a single MARC record. In worksheet form a record includes a photocopy of a completed L.C. manuscript card with the appropriate identifying tags entered, and several preprinted boxes with descriptive information codes added. The data is punched onto paper tape record by record. The data punched also appears as Dura hard copy enabling the typist to read it for correction purposes.

In its punched form, the information from the L.C. manuscript card consists of a number of variable length fields. The number of variable length fields per record varies depending on the total record length. Each variable length field consists of one tag block and a variable length data block. The data from the preprinted boxes appear in fixed length data blocks per record varies.

Note: In any given MARC record every variable length field has an identifying tag.

(Figure 4)
2. In some instances a record must go through the correction process more than once. This record will have a "correction sequence" number following the 940 tag action indicator. Example: 940/C/2. (The sequence number 1 is implicit if no number appears.)

3. In addition to the 940 field, only those fields to be corrected, added, or deleted need to be punched. The typist punches the action indicators immediately after each tag.

Example of a correction record:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>940</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>61-56840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Bibliography: p. 6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>14.1961</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. To delete a complete record only 940/D and the record number need to be punched.

Example: 940/D T_A_B 62-13124 C_R.

If more than one record is to be deleted the 940/D tag need be punched only once followed by the record numbers punched one after another separated by tabs.

Example: 940/D T_A_B 62-13124 T_A_B 64-8616 T_A_B 64-8443 C_R

The group of record numbers is treated as one tagged field between Start-of-Record, End-of-Record indicators.
Correction and Deletion Phase

The data punched on the paper tape during the initial typing phase is printed out in a Diagnostic Listing which is proofed and corrected by the editors. The Dura typist receives the Diagnostic Listing with the corrections indicated on it.

Record Corrections and Deletions

A. Each correction record must begin and end with a Start-of-Record, End-of-Record indicator CR CR CR.

B. Each correction record has as its first variable length field, 940/CTA_b L.C. card number CR. The action indicator following the tag shows that at least one correction must be made to a field within this record.

Note: The card number serves as the record number and links the corrections to the record in the MARC System.

1. The corrections to be made are indicated at the individual tag blocks by three types of action codes.
   a. A: indicates the field is being added to the record. Example: 600/TA_b Data CR
   b. C: indicates the field is being corrected. Example: 720/TA_b Correct Data CR
   c. D: indicates the field is to be deleted from the record. In this case only the tag and action indicator need to be punched. Example: 831/DCR
Verification Phase

The data punched during the correction phase must also be proofed by the editors. When a record is determined correct, its identifying tag with the action indicator "V" and the card number are sent to the Dura typist.

Except for the different action indicators, the punching procedures for verifications are identical to those for deleting an entire record.

Example: $940/V^T_{AB} 61-60840^C_R$

$T_{AB} 64-4813^C_R$

Example: $940/V^T_{AB} 61-60840^T_A 55-3073^C_R$

Each record or group of records to be verified are treated as one record, beginning and ending with SOR-EOR indicators.
Amendments to the Longshoremen's and harbor workers' compensation act."

Hearings before the Select Subcommittee on Labor of the Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives, Eighty-seventh Congress, first session, on H. R. 1258, a bill... Hearing held in Washington, D. C., February 21, 1961.


iii, 6 p. 23 cm.
Amendments to the Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers' Compensation Act. Hearings before the Select Subcommittee on Labor of the Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives, Eighty-seventh Congress, first session, on H. R. 1258, a bill

... Hearing held on Washington, D. C., February 21, 1961


iii, 6 p. 23 cm.

Workmen's compensation--U. S.

Longshoremen--U. S.
### Description

**Main Entry**: 100

**Filing Title**: 150

### Statements

**Title**: 200

**Edition**: 250

**Imprint**: 300

**Collation**: 400

### Notes

**Series-Add**: 500

**Series-No**: 510

**Notes**: 600

### Tracings

**Subject**: 700

**Pers Auth**: 710

**Corp Auth**: 720

**Govt Body**: 72B

**Soc or Inst**: 72C

**Relig Body**: 72D

**Miscell**: 72E

**Uniform**: 730

**Title**: 740

**Series**: 750

**Copy Stmt**: 800

**Nat Bib No**: 830

**NBN (over 15)**: 831

**LC Call No**: 900

**DDC No**: 920

**LC Card No**: 940

### Library of Congress

**Nat Bib No**: 831

**LC Call No**: 900

### Fixed Field Inputs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TAG</th>
<th>Type of Entry</th>
<th>Form of Work</th>
<th>Biblio</th>
<th>Illus</th>
<th>Map</th>
<th>Supp No.</th>
<th>Conf or Meet</th>
<th>Juvenile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Language Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Lang. 1</th>
<th>Lang. 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Date 1</th>
<th>Date 2</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Description Field

- Tag: 100
- Main Entry: Glines, Carroll V
- Filing Title: The Wright brothers, pioneers of power flight, by Carroll V. Glines.
- Edition: 200
- Collation: 112 p. illus., port. 22 cm.

### Statements Field

- Title: 200
- Edition: 250
- Imprint: 300
- Collation: 400

### Notes Field

- Series-Add: 500
- Series-No: 510
- Notes: 600

### Tracings Field

- Subject: 700
- Pers Auth: 710
- Corp Auth: 720
  - Govt Body: 72B
  - Soc or Inst: 72C
  - Relig Body: 72D
  - Miscell: 72E
- Uniform: 730
- Title: 740
- Series: 750
- Copy Stat: 800
- Nat Bib No: 830
- NBN (over 15): 831
- LC Call No: 900
- DDC No: 920
- LC Card No: 940

### Library of Congress Data

- Library of Congress: 629.13/00922 60-10635

### Fixed Field Inputs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Entry</th>
<th>Form of Work</th>
<th>Bibliography</th>
<th>Illustration</th>
<th>Map</th>
<th>Supp No.</th>
<th>Conf or Meat</th>
<th>Juvenile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Language Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Lang. 1</th>
<th>Lang. 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publication Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Date 1</th>
<th>Date 2</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Library of Congress
Information Systems Office
PROJECT MARC
INPUT WORKSHEET

UF 535
.62A54
Canada. Dept. of Defence Production.
248 p. illus., maps. 25 cm. unpriced (C***)

Extract of the illustrated section of Canadian defence products issued by the Industry Directory Section of the Canadian Department of Defence Production.

1. Munitions--Canada.

I. Canada. Dept. of Defence Production.
Industry Directory Section.
Canadian Defence products.

II. Title.

Library of Congress
MARC

Sullivan, George Lydiard

---

I. Title.

---

Library of Congress

Fixed Field Inputs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Entry</th>
<th>Form of Work</th>
<th>Biblio</th>
<th>Illus</th>
<th>Map</th>
<th>Supp No.</th>
<th>Conf or Meet</th>
<th>Juvenile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Language Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Lang. 1</th>
<th>Lang. 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Publication Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Date 1</th>
<th>Date 2</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Sulivan, George Lydiard

---

I. Title.
### Symposium on Hybrid Microelectronics, 2d, Boston, 1967.


vii, 181 p. illus. 28 cm.

Papers and abstracts of the symposium

---

Co-sponsored by the Boston Chapter of the IEEE Parts, Material and Packaging Group, and the International Society for Hybrid Microelectronics.

Includes bibliographies.


III. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Parts, Material and Packaging Group. Boston Chapter.

IV. International Society for hybrid Microelectronics.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Library of Congress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>621.3817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68-2192</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**FIXED FIELD INPUTS:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Entry</th>
<th>Form of Work</th>
<th>Biblio</th>
<th>Illus</th>
<th>Map</th>
<th>Supp No.</th>
<th>Conf or Meet</th>
<th>Juvenile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lang. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Craig, Beryl F

viii, 233 p. maps (part fold.) 26 cm.
(Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies. Occasional papers in aboriginal studies, no. 9. Bibliography series no. 2) Unpriced
(Aus 67-1120)

I. Title.
(Series: Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, Canberra. Occasional papers in aboriginal studies, no. 9. Series: Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, Canberra. Bibliography series, no. 2)
Planty-Bonjour, Guy  

vi, 186 p. 22 cm. (Sovietica. Monographs of the Institute of East-European Studies. University of Fribourg/Switzerland) fl 30.-

Translation of *Les catégories du matérialisme dialectique.*

Bibliography: p. 173-180. (Ne67-44)

I. Title.
(Series: Sovietica; Abhandlungen)
Les catégories du matérialisme dialectique.

**Cataloger's Notes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description Cataloger</th>
<th>Initials</th>
<th>LC Call No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28DEC67</td>
<td>FIE</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>101437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAN 1968</td>
<td>EDD</td>
<td>1-11-68</td>
<td>10534768</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Date 1</th>
<th>Date 2</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Class. x-ref.**

**Cat. x-ref.**

**LC Call No**

101437

**LC Card No**

940

**DDC No**

920

**ABM (over 15)**

940

**FIXED FIELD INPUTS:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Entry</th>
<th>Norm of Work</th>
<th>Biblio</th>
<th>Illus</th>
<th>Map</th>
<th>Supp No.</th>
<th>600 or More</th>
<th>Juvenile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Language Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Lang. 1</th>
<th>Lang. 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GROUP 1

You work in the library of a medium to large university of 20,000 students. There is a flourishing graduate school and considerable research in many fields, particularly in science and technology. Your library has decided to use MARC tapes as a part of a general automation of the library.

What operations would you include in the totally automated system and how could the MARC data be used in them?

* * *
You work in the library of a medium to large university of 20,000 students. There is a flourishing graduate school and considerable research in many fields, particularly in science and technology. Your library has decided to use MARC tapes as a part of a general automation of the library.

How far and in what ways do you think the MARC tapes can be used for special applications in special departments or contexts.

***
GROUP 3

You work in the library of a medium to large university of 20,000 students. There is a flourishing graduate school and considerable research in many fields, particularly in science and technology. Your library has decided to use MARC tapes as a part of a general automation of the library. What administrative redisposition of departments and their work do you think you will need to make?

***
You work in the library of a medium to large university of 20,000 students. There is a flourishing graduate school and considerable research in many fields, particularly in science and technology. Your library has decided to use MARC tapes as a part of a general automation of the library.

What personnel problems do you anticipate (of conflict, resistance, regrading, etc.) and how do you intend to handle them?

***
You work in the library of a medium to large university of 20,000 students. There is a flourishing graduate school and considerable research in many fields, particularly in science and technology. Your library has decided to use MARC tapes as part of a general automation of the library.

You are disappointed with the MARC format and you have decided to improve on it in an underground version of your own (CRAM) that will be distributed secretly to libraries all over the country.

What is the new format?

* * *
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Institute on the Automation of Bibliographical Services
June 10-21, 1968

Bays, J. Carter
Bernstein, Norbert
Carr, Kathryn P.
Davis, Elaine
Dagnese, Joseph M.
DeLancey, James
DePew, John N.
Doell, Daniel W.
Doering, Laura B.
Donahue, Margaret M.
Ettele, Edmund R.
Gengler, Rita A.
Galkowski, Eugene F.
Hamilton, David A.
Hammer, Walter C.
Kinct, Robert O.
Kraft, Margit
Krakauer, Elizabeth
Micciche, Pauline
Miller, Ronald F.
Parker, Mary B.
Peters, Charles M.
Reidy, Genevieve L.
Rice, Mary Lois
Rigby, Malcolm
Ruech, Marion U.
Seminara, Eleanor F.
Song, Sung K.
Taylor, Charles C.
Trippelett, M. Glenn
Veneziano, Velma
Waters, John J.
Watson, Susan M.
Weiber, Ronald L.
Wams, John T.

University of South Carolina - Computer Science
Center, Columbia, South Carolina
Brandeis University Library, Waltham, Mass.
Los Angeles Public Library; Los Angeles, California
Providence Public Library, Providence, Rhode Island
Georgetown University Library, Washington, D.C.
Hillman Library, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Library, University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.
State College, Millersville, Pennsylvania
McKeldin Library, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland
Boston Public Library, Boston, Mass.
Spokane Public Library, Spokane, Washington
Library, Southeastern Massachusetts Technological Institute, No. Dartmouth, Massachusetts
Sven F. Parson Library, Northern Illinois University
DeKalb, Illinois
McKeldin Library, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland
Detroit Public Library, Detroit, Michigan
Queens College of City University, Flushing, New York
Prescott College, Prescott, Arizona
Fresno State College Library, Fresno, California
Five Associated University Libraries, Syracuse, New York
A.M.&N. College #82, Pine Bluff, Arkansas
University of Arizona Library, Tucson, Arizona
Deering Milliken Research Corporation, Spartanburg, South Carolina
D. C. Public Library, Washington, D. C.
ESSA, Scientific & Information Documentation Division, Rockville, Maryland
Hood College, Frederick, Maryland
Niagara County Community College, Niagara Falls, New York
Library of Congress, Far Eastern Law Division,
Law Library, Washington, D. C.
The Irwin Memorial Library, Butler University,
Indianapolis, Indiana
Miami-Dade Junior College, Division of Instructional Resources, Miami, Florida
Tech Institute Library, Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois
San Jose State College Library, San Jose, California
University of Pennsylvania Libraries, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Purdue University Library, West Lafayette, Indiana
Syracuse University Computing Center, Syracuse, New York

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deeli, Daniel W.</td>
<td>Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deering, Laura B.</td>
<td>Library, University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donahue, Margaret M.</td>
<td>State College, Millersville, Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ettele, Edmund R.</td>
<td>McKeldin Library, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gengler, Rita A.</td>
<td>Boston Public Library, Boston, Mass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galkowski, Eugene F.</td>
<td>Spokane Public Library, Spokane, Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton, David A.</td>
<td>Library, Southeastern Massachusetts Technological Institute, No. Dartmouth, Massachusetts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamnar, Walter C.</td>
<td>Seen F. Parson Library, Northern Illinois University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hick, Robert O.</td>
<td>McKelidar Library, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kraft, Margit</td>
<td>Detroit Public Library, Detroit, Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krakauer, Elizabeth</td>
<td>Queens College of City University, Flushing, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicciche, Pauline</td>
<td>Prescott College, Prescott, Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Ronald F.</td>
<td>Fresno State College Library, Fresno, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, Mary B.</td>
<td>Five Associated University Libraries, Syracuse, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peters, Charles M.</td>
<td>A.M.&amp;N. College #82, Pine Bluff, Arkansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reidy, Genevieve L.</td>
<td>University of Arizona Library, Tucson, Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice, Mary Lois</td>
<td>Deering Milliken Research Corporation, Spartanburg South Carolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rigby, Malcolm</td>
<td>D. C. Public Library, Washington, D. C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth, Marion U.</td>
<td>ESSA, Scientific &amp; Information Documentation Division, Rockville, Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminara, Eleanor F.</td>
<td>Hood College, Frederick, Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Song, Sung K.</td>
<td>Niagara County Community College, Niagara Falls, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripplett, M. Glenn</td>
<td>Miami-Dade Junior College, Division of Instructional Resources, Miami, Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veneziano, Velma</td>
<td>Tech Institute Library, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waters, John J.</td>
<td>San Jose State College Library, San Jose, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson, Susan M.</td>
<td>University of Pennsylvania Libraries, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, John T.</td>
<td>Purdue University Library, West Lafayette, Indiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyman, John</td>
<td>Syracuse University Computing Center, Syracuse, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeates, Elizabeth J.</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health, Library, Bethesda, Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yett, Daniel J.</td>
<td>Virginia Associated Research Center, Newport News, Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoo, Young H.</td>
<td>Orientalia Division, Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>